Financing flexibility: The case of outsourcing
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**Abstract**

We investigate the relationship between the extent and timing of vertical flexibility and the financial choices of a firm. By vertical flexibility we mean partial/total and reversible outsourcing of a necessary input. A firm simultaneously selects the vertical setting and the financial sources of investment in flexibility, in particular debt and venture capital. A loan may come from a lender that requires the payment of a fixed coupon over time and an option to buy out the firm in certain circumstances. Debt leads to the same level of flexibility of an unlevered firm. Yet investment occurs earlier. The injection of venture capital reduces the quest for vertical flexibility and speeds up investment. Then, there arises a fresh substitutability between a financial (venture capital) and a real variable (vertical flexibility).
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**1. Introduction**

Our intent is to analyze the influence of external financial sources on extent and timing of investment in vertical flexibility by a corporate enterprise that buys inputs from the market (outsourcing) in a variable and reversible manner, going back to internal production whenever economically convenient.

Outsourcing and flexibility are crucial for most firms which apparently buy inputs in variable proportions changing often the span of activity along the vertical chain of production. Vertical flexibility improves the ability to cope with uncertain scenarios and impinges on competitiveness, scale of production and social efficiency. Unfortunately flexibility never comes for free. Procurement of inputs from the market calls for the set-up of a supply chain with specific logistic investment. In addition to that a vertically flexible firm must be ready to substitute an internally produced input with an externally acquired one and viceversa. In other words it must be properly equipped to bring back in-house input production partly or entirely at any time (backsourcing or reshoring). Therefore, vertical flexibility entails keeping alive a dedicated internal facility and the associated know-how. All that may turn out to be quite dear.
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The costs of flexibility change over time and industries. They depend on technical progress in production, information and logistic services, efficiency of external input markets and the financial sources adopted. An enterprise may choose among many financial avenues in order to invest in vertical flexibility. Equity, debt and other external sources such as venture capital are among the most common. Unfortunately, the financial side of flexibility is most of the times sidestepped in current studies. Funding and organizational issues are examined separately in financial, managerial, industrial organization and operations research literatures. Our purpose is to contribute to bridge the gap by jointly analyzing finance and corporate organization to see whether the commitment to vertical flexibility is affected by the specific financial arrangements adopted. On the real side we shall explore extent and type of vertical flexibility that can be secured by arms’ length outsourcing of inputs while maintaining in-house production facilities. On the financial side we shall see how equity, convertible debt and venture capital impact on size and timing of investment in flexibility.

Our investigation is solicited by broad casual observation, literature and press reports, showing (a) that firms change over time their vertical production structure, expanding and/or subsequently contracting (or the other way round) the extent of outsourcing and (b) that partial outsourcing (in some contributions’ called “concurrent sourcing”) is quite popular. In the automotive industry most brands adopt partial outsourcing, i.e., concomitant internal production and purchase, for instance, of engines and other intermediate products from external manufacturers. Moreover, the extent of outsourcing is frequently revised as witnessed by the variable level of value of purchased inputs over revenue found in most balance sheets.

From the point of view of the value of a firm, different degrees of outsourcing and vertical flexibility may be associated with distinct degrees of risk born and, hence, different stock values. Then, it seems consequential examining how financial choices affect the riskiness and the quantity of flexibility acquired. As flexible technologies reduce risk (profit volatility) they may be considered a kind of (real) option whose price should reflect their (option) value (Amran and Kulatilaka, 1999, Ch. 16). As a result, a vertically flexible firm may have a value larger than the corresponding non flexible enterprise. However, as we shall see, this is not always the case if the cost of flexibility and the related financial aspects are properly accounted for.

In the ensuing pages we concentrate on two alternative cases: debt and venture capital. In the first the control right over the investment decision in flexibility is allocated to the firm (i.e., the shareholders), while in the second the control belongs with an outside investor, a venture capitalist. While the timing of the investment is set by one party the terms of the investment are determined by both parties. In both circumstances the level of outsourcing is set by the operating party. As to the financial sources, in the first case we deal with debt financing, while the second features a pure equity offer where risk, profits and, finally, ownership are shared with an outside investor without side payments (i.e., no debt service by the firm). We consider venture capital since it represents an important tool for firms, in particular in fast growing and innovation intensive sectors and, unlike debt, it provides a risky capital involvement that, as we shall see, makes the difference.

Our investigation assumes that debt is warranted to reflect the fairly popular practice of associating loans to innovative firms with call options on part of the capital of the borrowing firm. After all it may be hard to finance an investment unless the lender gets a handsome collateral. In our case this is represented by an option to buy the firm in case outsourcing makes production in-house relatively less convenient. The result is that debt makes a firm invest in the vertically flexible technology earlier than in the pure equity case. Nonetheless, when debt is insured by the associated option, the extent of flexibility acquired is equal to that adopted with equity. Only the timing can be affected since shareholders rush to reap profits from flexibility as soon as possible since they know that future may be gray due to the Damocles’ sword of the buyout. When we move to the alternative case of venture capital outsourcing becomes lower than with equity. Risk sharing provided by venture capital makes a firm less willing to adopt outsourcing as insurance against cost uncertainty. Venture capital (a financial resource) appears to be a substitute for outsourcing (a real variable). The firm gets outside capital instead of externalizing a share of the vertical chain of production. Then, we establish a novel substitutability between a real internal organization choice and a financial variable, proving that finance and industrial setting are intertwined decisions.
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